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why heat
exchangers fail
Whenever we do a heating tune-up or a
repair service, we make sure to inspect the
heat exchanger for cracks. A cracked heat

exchanger is a serious problem,

which can cause carbon monoxide to seep into
your home. In fact, the National Fuel Gas Code
recommends that a furnace with a cracked heat
exchanger be shut down immediately.
Cracks in the heat exchanger are caused by
stress and flexing; each time your furnace turns
on and then off again, the metal heats up and
cools down. The number one reason that a heat
exchanger fails is overheating from poor airflow,
which could be caused by something as simple
as a dirty air filter. It could also be caused by an
oversized furnace that’s paired with an undersized duct system.
Regular maintenance can spot and perhaps
even prevent a cracked heat exchanger. This
is a great example of why your system

should be inspected and tuned up

on a regular basis — something that is included
in our Priority Service Plan.
To schedule service, please contact us today.

HWIN17-14671

a plan for comfort and savings
Peace of mind is important
when it’s bitter cold outside. That’s
when most heating system problems
occur. But you don’t have to worry
when you are covered by one of our
Priority Service Plans.
Our Gold and Silver Plans include
priority response and a 25-point
precision tune-up for both your
heating and your cooling systems.

This service increases energy
efficiency and helps prevent major
problems. The Silver Plan provides
discounts on repairs, and the Gold
Plan completely covers parts and
labor for a long list of repairs.
To learn more about our plans, call
us or go to CentralCooling.com
and click on “Maintenance Plans” at
the bottom of the page.
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Going in the right direction
with home comfort

This is the time of year when you want to stay comfortable, avoid problems and
save money. To help you keep from getting lost, we offer a few tips.

!

tips to avoid a
bumpy ride

We want to make sure you’re getting the most out of your
heating system. Here are a few tips on how to keep it running
safely and efficiently.
➤K
 eep the area around your system as clean and
clutter-free as possible. Never store anything
flammable near your system.
➤K
 eep registers clean and unobstructed to ensure
maximum air flow.
➤ Change or clean the filters about once a month.
Dust and dirt are the natural enemies of your furnace;
a dirty filter compromises efficiency and can even
result in a shutdown.
➤ Install carbon monoxide (CO) detectors in your
home, following the manufacturer’s instructions about
location and maintenance.

“I now have a smart
thermostat that lets
me know when it’s
time to replace filters
or schedule equipment
maintenance. This
means less things
I have to remember.”

smooth road ahead
for home comfort
Technology has brought us vast improvements in home
comfort and energy efficiency, and you can expect to see even
more exciting innovations on the road ahead. Just consider
what’s happening right now.
n Home performance services continue to rise in demand
because homeowners want to make their homes as energy
efficient as possible. (Making recommended improvements after a home performance audit saves the average
homeowner 30% on annual energy costs.)
n The emphasis on “green design” continues with a strong focus
on indoor air quality throughout the design and construction of new homes. This includes a technique known as
“demand controlled ventilation,” which reduces energy
consumption while maintaining proper indoor air quality.
n Mobile, wireless programmable thermostats are becoming a
common feature. Many people now use their smartphones to
program their thermostat when they’re away from home.
n More homeowners are going green by installing energysaving, earth-friendly geothermal heat pump systems.
n The use of integrated controls — combining heating,
cooling, and indoor air quality with electronic air filters and
zoning — is also contributing to better home comfort and
energy savings.

Remember, we’re here for you year-round!
So don’t wait until it gets too warm this year before getting
your cooling system checked and serviced. If you have an
old system — and high energy bills — we’ll be glad to tell
you about the latest options in high-efficiency cooling
equipment that uses environmentally friendly refrigerant.

your destination:
comfort and savings
With all that you have to deal with during the winter, the
last thing you want is to lose sleep over concerns that your old
furnace or heat pump is going to conk out and leave you cold.
When you purchase a new high-efficiency heating system, you’ll
immediately eliminate those worries.
You’ll save a lot of money down the road too. A new system
should help you save up to 20% on your annual heating costs.
If you significantly improve system efficiency by upgrading
from a really old system to a high-efficiency unit, your savings
could be 40% or more! You’ll feel the difference in comfort.
And you’ll also save on repairs, because you’ll minimize the
potential of a breakdown, which is a common problem with
older systems.
The high-efficiency heating and cooling systems we install
use substantially less energy than the less efficient models from
the past. These modern systems have gone a long way to making
a home more energy efficient, more comfortable and more
environmentally friendly.

breathe easy
on your journey
Over the years, there has been a troubling rise in the rates of
respiratory illnesses like asthma. At one point, it was believed
that this could be traced to
outdoor air pollution. But
more studies confirmed that
the real problem is indoor
air pollution.
Today, there are sophisticated
techniques for analyzing
indoor air quality, including
the collection of air samples and computer modeling of air
flow inside a home. These techniques allow us to understand
the reasons why the air inside a home is unhealthy and help
us to offer strategies for improvement, including air cleaning
systems, air purifiers and humidification systems. Stale
indoor air can also be replaced with fresh, clean air from
outdoors with a device called an air-to-air exchanger.
Please contact us if you would like us to analyze your home’s
indoor air.

Call us!
Visit us!

781-995-3627

• Fax

781-932-9017

CentralCooling.com • Follow us! Facebook.com/CentralCooling

50 years of service—and counting
We recently celebrated our 50th year in business. We have
been a family-owned and operated business since 1966, and we
have grown into a full-service heating and cooling company with
more than 70 employees. We take pride in the service we deliver to
the residents of Greater Boston, and we are grateful to everyone for
helping us to get this far.

50

The entire family at Central Cooling and Heating thanks all who
have contributed to our growth over the past 50 years. We would
especially like to thank our hardworking and dedicated employees,
who have helped make the company a success, and we look forward
to another half-century of reliable service to our customers.

th
Anniversary

ask the exper t
Q: H ow should I prepare my home before
I leave on a winter vacation?

A: If you have a home alarm

system, ask the company to
give you a sensor that detects an
unusually low temperature inside
your home. Another option is to
install a Wi-Fi smart thermostat,
which allows you to monitor the
temperature inside your home
remotely. You should also ask
a friend or neighbor to check
the home regularly while you
are away.
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Q: W
 hat should I do if
I lose my heat?

A: Follow these steps before you call us:
o	check your thermostat to make sure the temperature is
set above room temperature

o	see if a circuit breaker has tripped or a fuse has blown
o	if your furnace runs on oil or propane, check your
fuel level
	the
pilot light may have gone out; try to relight it
o
o	check your air filters; they may need to be replaced
or cleaned
If none of these steps gets your heat going, call us and
we will dispatch a technician as soon as possible. We are
available 24 hours a day if you lose your heat.

Inside this issue:
• Is your home drying out?
• Avoid big repair bills

do you need a humidifier?
With a cold New England winter in full swing, you’re no
doubt spending most of your time indoors. Having the heat on a lot can
cause excessive dryness, the result of low humidity levels. A whole-house
humidifier can eliminate symptoms such as dry skin, chapped lips, nasal
congestion and nosebleeds. A humidifier can also reduce the risk of illness
and infections, because bacteria and viruses do not thrive in moist air.
Properly humidified air is better for
your sinuses, and keeping your nasal
passages clear and your throat moist
will reduce coughing and sneezing.
Finally, a humidifier can reduce your
heating bill, because moist air feels
warmer than dry air.
To learn more about the benefits
of a humidifier, call us today:
1-800-CENTRAL (1-800-236-8725).

